
MORE FOR ALL PARTNERSHIP

START THE DAY BRIGHT
BREAKFAST PROGRAM
The webinars, videos, roundtables, chat 
sessions, podcast and a “Start the day Bright-
Breakfast Program” will have both conversation 
instructions, question and answers, special 
co-host, exploring all of the relevant things that 
you need to navigate this New Path; to what’s 
happening right now, to give you the maximum 
chance of living life well.

The next Experimental Laboratory will be the 
first Experimental Laboratory, with special 
guests, to be streamed live internationally  
on March 30.

In these turbulent times, can I step into the eye 
of the cyclone? Or, alternately floating in the 
clouds above the cyclone watching what’s going 
on and being free of the turmoil? Or, looking far 
enough ahead, to fore see how to stay out of the 
path of the cyclone? These are just a few of the 
Experimental Laboratory question

  The Science and Art of healthy Conference Call Meetings - 
without the dominant person taking over and never having 
anyone leave without the view heard and understood.

  How to make Video Conference Meetings the way to  
turn virtual Business into deeply connected and  
collaborative culture.

  Close off the individualism of the past and open the untapped 
potential that has been patiently living dormant for so long.

   They may well keep on coming.

  Redesign your world for now - Work and home. Leave stress 
behind as never before….a new you…. Why not??

    Throw out Auto Pilot, reaction and emotions running your life. 
Make composure and fun your new default becoming part of 
that group of people who are at their absolute best, cool and 
composed the more pressure there is.

  Your new Life Design Series on changing your thinking, feelings 
and your decision-making clarity.

  Be sure everyone at home and work (particularly, if it is virtual/
remote work) knows who is making what decision.

  Adjusting to these rapidly changing times; step into life like 
never before.

  How to herd and home school your kids - and stay close to sane.

  Power of the parts of your Brain you have never used.

  An experiment in increasing your intelligences, memory, 
reading comprehension, imagination, mastery.

  How to get seriously innovative, become the experimenter, 
discoverer or even the pioneer.

There will be a variety of new information, through a 
new set of channels, including round table discussion on 
what’s been working in the last week as a daily webinar 
series. These will include common daily topics that 
are relevant to the very day that we are watching and 
producing, watching and listening.

THE DIFFERENT SERIES WILL INCLUDE:
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MORE INFORMATION, MORE EVENTS COMING.

A NEW APPROACH COMING SOON.

CORONA CALMING 
COMING TO OUR 
COMMUNITIES
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ABOUT ALLAN PARKER OAM
Allan Parker OAM is a Behavioural Scientist and the Managing 
Director of Peak Performance Development Pty. Ltd a Sydney 
based consultancy company, operating in the areas of 
Negotiation, Organisational Change Facilitation, Training and 
Dispute Management.

In consulting, his work has included the facilitation of Public 

Policy, Organisational Change, Strategic Planning, Corporate 
Restructures and Mergers with many leading organisations in 
Australia and Internationally.

He is the co-author of the best-selling book Switch on Your 
Brain; author of The Negotiator’s Toolkit and is one of the  
co-authors of Beyond Yes – Negotiating and Networking.

Allan’s clients have included Microsoft in 11 countries, DATACOM, AMP, BNP Paribas in 2 countries, Macquarie Bank in 4 countries, Telstra, 
Ausgrid, NSW Bar Association, Suncorp, Commonwealth Bank, Deutsche Bank, Accor Hotel Group, SASSPA, James Cook University, five 
different Ombudsman’s Offices in Australia and New Zealand, The Royal College of Physician (UK), the OECD and United Nations. Both 

Federal and State Government departments, including Environment, Dept Veterans Affairs and Dept Primary Industry, along with 4 different 
Local Councils and the Papua New Guinea AG/Legal System. Plus 26 Schools in Queensland and 8 Principals’ Conferences in the past 3 years.
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Opportunity to Join 
the 2020 Experimental 
Laboratory Series with 
ALLAN PARKER OAM
What happens when you join a diverse, and dedicated 
group of people who want to design a life beyond the 
current neuroscience edge….? and combine with an 
eccentric Behavioural Scientist and negotiator? 

  It is like living out your own MBA across a year, 
rather than studying one.
  It will demand of you, that you explore thinking 
as you have never done before
  From the first moment you are asked to make 
Experimental Learning the norm,
  Leaving your old beliefs aside for some time and 
see what arrives or what you can invent.

It’s a rare gift to be part of 
a group of people who can 
and will change the world.
BE PART OF THE BI-MONTHLY EXPERIMENTAL 
LABORATORY SESSIONS IN 2020

That can be frightening for some, liberating and 
redefining for most.

Six days across a year, devoted to liberating 
potential-giving energy and life to that which 
lies dormant inside each and every one of us

“

“

The Experimental Laboratory is a rare opportunity to create space 
for thinking and being. Each gathering is simply unique – a thrilling, 
fast paced and deep-thinking ride with Allan, who leads us with 
no agenda, not defined outcomes, no plan…yes, it is liberating! The 
EL challenges me to do different, be excited about the unknown 
and thoughtful about how we work and relate with each other. 
Allan will have you hitting the pause button and ready to access 
extraordinary insight and awareness – no EL session is the same 
and you can’t stay the same when you work with Allan Parker!

Kirsty Hunter | Partner, EDIS Insights Pty. Ltd.


